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EVENT NAME: EK BHARAT SHRESTHA BHARAT- PLEDGE IN TWO LANGUAGES PUNJABI & TELUGU

VENUE : MRAGR GOVERNMENT POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE PREMISES

DATE : 18-03-2020

STATE PAIR : PUNJAB- ANDHRA PRADESH

BRIEF OF THE EVENT: MRAGR government Polytechnic organised activity pledge in two languages i.e Punjabi and Telugu, as a part of the Ek Bharat and Shreshtha Bharat. The pledge was administered by the Principal and all the staff members and students of different branches taken the pledge as a mark of India’s unity, integrity and the colourful culture incredibility of our history.

Report of the Event: The pledge activity conducted in the college premises on 18-03-2020 at 9.30 AM in the morning assembly. The pledge was administered by the Principal and all the staff, students who have attended to the pledge activity. The pledge refers to the India’s unity, integrity and colourful culture of Indian history.